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Yom Kippur is a day of confessions, of admitting in public that which we simply need to get off
our chest (to “beat it off our chest”). I believe in leading by example as a rabbi. So, it is with
that in mind that I need to confess:
I always cry at horas.
There, I said it. I am proud to admit that, as a man, I cry. And I even know precisely when it is
that I am 100% guaranteed to cry – when I am at a simcha of any kind, and the hands are locked
together and the band churns out Hava Nagilah, the tear ducts well up, and my throat chokes
with emotion, and – there it is – the first tear, which is always followed by the second, third and
hundreds more. Sure, there are other times I might cry, but they are few and far between and
those other times usually catch me unaware. In the case of the hora though, there is no surprise
– in fact, I have come to expect and even welcome it.
I’m pretty sure this goes back as far as my sister Meredith’s wedding – which is the first hora I
remember dancing as a thinking, feeling adult. I recall clearly crying while dancing in an
extended hora at my own wedding – and I have the video to prove it. But, it’s not just when the
personal emotional barometer is turned up high. At the wedding reception of a couple with
whom I have little connection aside from officiating at their ceremony – the tears well up in my
eyes. Heck, I even cried at the hora scene towards the end of the ridiculous movie “Keeping Up
With the Steins.”
There is something to being pulled in a
common direction; awkwardly moving
together with others in a circle; seeing the
faces of the other dancers all the way across
the circle from you; grasping tight to hold
onto the hands or arms of those on your
right and left; crashing into the center with a
tremendous huddle of “Mazal Tov” as the
last strain on a clarinet hangs on. If you’ve
ever been in an especially large and
fast-moving hora, you will know the
experience of feeling as though your limbs
are about to be torn from you on either side, the minor terror of just wanting to make sure that
you are not responsible for a break in the chain. As well, you have probably felt the centrifugal
force of moving in coordination with so many other people that the common energy is harnessed
as though you were on a great amusement ride, like the Tilt-a-Whirl – out of breath as the
dancing comes to a close, feeling light headed and just a little bit disoriented.
Dancing the hora has become such a fixture at our times of joy that even the least culturally
Jewish of wedding receptions seem to feature it. Even in the trendy (and troubling) faux
mitzvahs – simulated bar and bat mitzvah parties for non-Jewish youth1 – there are reports of
hora lessons! I have often been tickled by the perfect Hebrew of a non-Jewish woman or man
1. http://www.people.com/people/archive/article/0,,20149944,00.html
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who can rattle off all the lyrics of Hava Nagilah or Chassan Kallah Mazal Tov simply because
they sang in a wedding band years ago. In an age where many traditional Jewish practices have
been discarded as kitsch and sentimentality, the hora shows no sign of losing ground.
The hora itself is a relatively recent addition to Jewish celebrations – stemming probably from a
circle dance of the same name that originated in Romania, and was exported throughout Europe,
and ultimately to pre-state Israel with
the early halutzim who pioneered
Israeli Folk Dance. Though it seems
to be one of those customs that
originated on Mount Sinai, like
blintzes and cheesecake on Shavuot or
apples dipped in honey on Rosh
HaShannah, the custom is relatively
late. In all likelihood, Jews have
danced the hora at our simchas for
only one or two centuries.
However, the custom of dancing,
particularly dancing in a circle goes back much further. The Hebrew word for a circle dance is
mahol. It is the word used to describe what the women did after the crossing at the Red Sea
during the Exodus. “Then Miriam the prophetess, Aaron’s sister, took a timbrel in her hand –
va-teitzenah kol ha-nashim achareha b’tupim u’vim’cholot – and all the women went out after
her with timbrels and dancing in circles.”2 Clearly, the moment of great exaltation, mixed with
the residual fear and trembling was expressed in joining hands in a circular dance.
Hear the familiar words of Ecclesiastes: “There is a season set for everything, a time for every
experience under heaven: … a time for mourning and a time for dancing.”3 Some scholars
believe that the two words are actually referring to two different forms of dance – one, a
mournful movement and the other joyous exaltation. And how quickly we can move between
these two poles.
Jews are not the only people to have found spiritual meaning in dance, particularly dancing in a
circle. The custom exists in virtually every culture, from ancient Greeks and Celts to Islamic
Sufi Mystics and Native American traditions. There is even a new age movement dedicated to
Circle Dancing, with adherents all over the globe. The power of this dance may even be related
to the fact that we move in a circle on a world that is in constant rotation. We are all dancing in
this circle of life.
So why? Why do I cry at horas?
I think they are mostly tears of joy. Gratitude for being alive, being able to celebrate some
blessing. It is a kind of dance-version of Shehecheyanu. Moments of genuine celebration in our
2. Exodus 15:20
3. Ecclesiastes 3:1, 4b
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lives can feel few and far between. It is important to recognize and mark the fact that we are
alive and able to celebrate.
It is also the joy of being able to share those
moments with people we cherish, people we
cannot be certain will be with us forever. As we
watch our wedding video each anniversary, Pam
and I are struck by the pure joy on the faces of
our friends and family, so very filled with life on
that day, and who are now gone – including my
grandparents Herb and Elsie, multiple relatives
and my closest childhood friend, Murray. Then,
there are those who we see (ourselves included)
who have aged in the years since our wedding –
mostly for the better. The children since born to
friends and family, the gray hair that inevitably
follows, the joys and struggles over the years.
I remember having a similar experience watching
the film of my parent’s wedding reception with
relatives gathered for a holiday at our house. We all sat in the living room watching the scenes
of those dancing and celebrating, while the commentary was the most macabre. With each
passing relative on the screen, someone in the room would say: “Dead.” “Not Dead.” “Anyone
know where they are?” “Didn’t they die?” And so it went. But preserved there for eternity,
they are filled with life – celebrating with tears of joy.
But they are not purely tears of joy that are cried in the hora. As we grow older, we become
more aware that we move in this great circle of life only for a time – that none of us is assured of
how long our lives will be. The push and the pull of that hora is the push towards living life to
the fullest, and the inevitable pull of the grave that is each of our destinies.
When I began as rabbi of Temple Isaiah this summer, one of the important things to find early on
was the hospital, to know where I was going when the call would inevitably come to visit.
While I have not spent a lot of time at Howard County General Hospital so far, I was thrilled that
the very first visit I made was to help the Neuman-Sunshine family welcome their first child,
Benjamin. I remarked at the time that there is a beautiful symbolism to visiting the hospital first
for a birth. But I was well aware that the other side of the coin is unavoidable. And so it was on
my second visit to the hospital that I stood with the extended Dubin family to help begin the
process of saying goodby to Frona’s mother, Sylvia Oster. As I said the confessional prayer
Vidui on Sylvia’s behalf, and led the family in Shema Yisrael, I knew that these are the
end-points of the circle that meet, life and death touch in the place that makes the circle whole.
It reminded me as well of my own experience after the birth of Noam, our youngest. The day
after he was born, I brought Lev to meet his baby brother for the first time. As chance would
have it, when entering the hospital, we ran in to Pam’s parents on their way out. We embraced
each other in a hug, one that inevitably led to tears of joy. At just that moment, my I lifted my
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gaze and could see a family on the opposite
side of the atrium also embracing one
another, clearly crying not tears of joy, but
rather the deep sobs of immediate loss. I
was struck by the similar embrace, the
shared tears on either side of the atrium, on
either side of the circle of life.
So, I cry at horas because I am grateful for
the blessings in my life – the people who
share this dance with me, the community of
celebration I am part of, the traditions and
history of my people that give meaning and
structure to my life. And I cry at horas
because I know that the pull of the grave is
as strong as the pull of the circle that is
urging me on. My life will not last forever,
just as the song is only sung for a time.
There is so much to do, so much to
accomplish, and no way to expect that there will ever be enough time. And I cry at horas for
those who once danced with me in this circle, and who exist now only in the sweetness of
memory. Just a moment ago, they were smiling, eyes opened wide with excitement, and now
only their presence is felt. And I cry at horas because I recognize the promise of all that one day
might be – the generations yet to be born, the ways in which the world will continue to spin and
expand with every turn around the circle.
This day, Yom Kippur, we consider life and death, our own and those of our loved ones. We
pray for goodness and life; we pray for health and celebration; we pray for strength and fortitude
when faced with loss; we pray for just one more whirl around the circle of the year, the circle of
life, this hora that we move in through laughter and tears.

